
the movement signal at great speed until the desired value is reached, the final adjustment is made automatically at
low speed, always in the same direction, in order to compensate any possible error arising from the wear of the worm.
Theactual valueof theopeningof thechainsatl/l0mmisindicatedonaluminousdigital displaywhichallows instant
visual control. Themovementofthemobilecolumncanalwaysbecontrolledattheoutsetbythepushbuttonsonthe
control desk of the machine, which in practical term prevents stoppages caused by breakdown. The electronic wiring
is in the form of printed circuits. The equipment is transistorized throughout using extremely sensitive integrated
circu its.
The main circuit connections are fastened by bridge contacts of standard design and should the need arise, they
maybereplacedwithouttheassistanceof aqualifiedelectronician. Theadvantagesofthisdeviceissmallandmedium
scale production are indisputable.
ln production line situations compr-ising of two shaping machines and a transfer unit, it is possible against extra price
to replace the electronic control of the mobile column for both machines by a single display. This request may be
made at a later stage or on placing an order.

AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING FOR PNEUMATICALLY CONTROLLED CUTTING HEADS
Each pneumatically controlled unit, such as radial heads, plunging heads, boring devices etc. can be fitted with an
adjustable continuous cycle automatic device for programming the operational time of the tool.

NOISE ABATEMENT (fìs. 34 et 34 a)

Fig. 34 Fig. 34 a
Against extra price, allthe double ended sawing and shaping machines carr be equipped with a NOISE ABATEMENT
SYSTEM

V FOLDING
With the adaptation of certain special accessories, our shaping machines may be easily modified to take the V-folding
units for transversal and longitudinal grooving, in addition to traditional equipment.

Fig. 35 Fig. 36

TRANSFER UNITS BETWEEN SHAPING MACHINES
2 types are available: a) in line (see photo on front page) ; b) right angle.

TRANSFER BETWEEN FOUR-SIDED CUTTING MACHINES (of any make) AND
SHAPING MACHINES
This type of transfer has been specially designed for joinery work.
Leaflets in this connection are available on request for the three types of transfer mentioned above.
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TYPE lf : Model with 3 high columns on
each side.
Gapacity : 12 pairs of cutting heads and
1 pair of coupled scribing saws.
Feed motor:5.5 HP.

TYPE 12: ldentical to TYPE 11, but with
additional loading capacity because of
its longer runners,

I/'.-
t+

(T11680

I

TYPE I : ldentical to TYPE 1 except 2 high columns,
with extended runners and pressure units which
allow I pairs of cutting heads and 1 pair of coupled
scribing saws to be fitted.
The feed motor is : 5.5 HP.

1265 (T10)

9,
of

+
but with additional

its longer runners.
TYPE l0: ldentical to TYPE

loading capac¡ty because

TYPE 2 : ldentical to TYPE I except that the small
column is replaced by a high one.

Capacity : 6 cutting heads may be fitted to each
side.

f¿tr
1175 (T6)

I

(t_
TYPE 6 : ldentical to TYPE 2 with additional loading

capacity because of its longer runners.

TYPE 4: Model derived from type 1, equipped with
t high and 1 short column.
Capacity: 6 pairs of working heads.

Feed motor: 5,5 HP - Separate electrical equip-
ment and manual control on the control desk.
At choice and against extra price, the machine
may be equipped with synoptical desk.

T4121

TYPE I : A small and a large column on each side.

Gapacity : 5 pairs of cutting heads.

Feed motor : 5,5 HP - Synoptical control desk

r -,L\l
\J_, ,TYPE 5 : ldentical to TYPE 1 but additional loading

capacity because of its longer runners.

TYPE 3 : Model with a single vertical column on each
side,

Capacity : 3 pairs of cutting heads * 1 pair of
coupled scribing saws.

Feed motor : 5,5 HP - Separate electrical equip-
ment and manual control on the control box. A
synoptical control desk may be provided on
request.

a2

10 DIFFERENT VERSIONS
Adaptable to all types of work o Possibility of fitting up to 26 cutting heads

8 work s¡zes : 1516, 2016,2766,3516, 4266' 5016' 5766 and 6516 mm

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

The machine is started by pressing push buttons on the synop-
tical table of the control desk of the machine for types 1, 2, 5, 6,
9, 10, 11 and 12 (Fig. 30) and contact breakers built into the
control box or in the column for type 3.

The synoptical table shows each side of the machine and each
head, in addition to the push buttons "stop" and "go" a small
transparent panel lights up when the power is switched on.
The starters operate straight across the line for forwards and
reverse.
Any incorrect use of the starting equipment is prevented by
safety-cut-out stops. Each head is fitted with a fused system of
thermal overload protection. The machine automatically stops
when any motor cuts out,
At extra cost, the drive motor may be replaced by a brake motor
(highly recommended). Two manual stops are within easy
reach of the operator (1 on the control desk and 1 on the
machine),
As an optional extra, a circuit cut-out can be mounted on the
back of the machine (fig. 31). A portable test-contact controls
the inching movement of the feed when setting-up the machine,
as well as the restart of the feed from the "portable" position,
ln certain cases, particularly long base machines or when a
factory is equipped with overhead power cables, it could be
advantageous to replace the cabling normally freely resting at
the base of the mobile column by means of a trolley built on a
support cemented onto the base, carrying a rail on which
would glide carriages on wheels supporting the wiring.

PROGRAMMING AND PRE.SELECTION
ln order to keep the time required for adjustment to an absolute
minimum, so far as setting the machines and the replacement
of tools are concerned, it is possible to equip the machine with
various control pre-selectors, pneumatic, electric or electronic.

PRE.SELECT¡ON OF MOBILE COLUMN POSITIONS
1. Electric preselection. By pre-adjusted stops and visual
selection of the stops. The displacement, in this instance, is
reolaced bv a brake motor and the main base is fitted with a
gräduated i'ule with five rows of adjustable stops (except for
type 3).
lnitially thirty stops are provided, facilitating the pre-selection
of 30 different openings. Additional stops are available on
demand. The minimum distance between two stops in the same
row is 20 mm,
A 5 position selector selects the operational slide range, giving
a much greater ease of selection by using one slide for each
type of work.

2. Electric preselection with automatic selector on the con-
trol panel.
Operationally this type of preselection is identical to that pre-
viöusly descíibed, ex'cept here the choice of stop to be selected
is made at the control panel where a selector with 30 openings
is situated.

Fis. 30

Fig. 31

Fis, 32

3. Digital preselection of the mobile
column.
However, in the two preselection systems
described above, the stops need precision
adjustment with the result of lost produc-
tion time,
The final electronic device, by incorporating
a "mini-computer" eliminates automatically
the need for manual adiustment and
guarantees an accuracy of 0.1 mm. Since,
by its very conception, it overcomes the
cumulative error from the various adjust-
ments necessary with the other methods.
A control desk (fig, 32) permits the dimen-
sion required to be keyed into the memory
cell; that done, a push button transmits

Fig. 33
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Fis, 26
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Fig.27

OVERHEAD BRIDGE

The ease and speed of adjustment of the bridge makes it
suitable for medium size plants as well as the largest. lts
exceptional strength permits its use on the widest machines.
The cylindrical cross-member rests on two columns mounted
on the main casting. A slide with a graduated rule, and a rack
allows for easy and accurate setting of the heads by the action
of a ratchet.

Compressed air points and electrical sockets are bu¡lt in on the
rear side of the bridge. This pivots to 90o on its own axis by
means of a hydraulic control, so that heads can be moved out
of operation without any dismantling. A wide variety of attach-
ments can be f itted to the bridge. lt is to be noted that these can
work outside the chains if rear top main heads (K) are not
fitted and that under supports, sliding on the main base, are
required when the attachments are between the chains. These
supports are supplied at extra cost.

OVERHEAD BRIDGE EQUIPMENT

Attachments for boring and grooving

These attachments developed from systems described under
"Heads on columns" permit the boring and cutting of both
continuous and intermittent grooves.

When these attachments are mounted on a bridge, several
additional operations are possible inside the chains of the
machine.

On demand, we can deliver off-set attachments for boring, on
both the face and edge of the material, holes which connect
internally (required when eccentric parts are used in furniture
assembly).

These attachments can equally be supplied with an additional
device for intermittent grooving with a straight in start and a

straight out exit.

Circular saw

Bridge mounted circular saws are not tiltable, but are available
with single or double ended shafts.

To order and at additional cost, this circular saw can be supplied
with pneumatic equipment to saw continuously. Special feed-
out pressures are essential for cross-cutting of panels into
more than two pieces, if they are not used the sawn pieces
will remain between the saws and risk damage.

Fig. 28

Fig. 29

GENERAL INFORMATION
THE MAIN BASE

Of large dimensions, it gives the whole assembly stability and
freedom from vibration. The widely spaced twin slides ensure
that accuracy will be maintained throughout its working life.
The guiding of the movable column by a prism and a plate
ensure that it cannot twist.

Adiustment screws readily compensate for any possible
unevenness in the concrete foundation.

THE COLUMNS

ln cast iron give rigid and accurate support to the heads and to
the feed chains.

The left hand column is fixed (it can be supplied movable on
special order),

The right hand column has an electrical movement along the
main base with fine adjustment by handwheel. The opening is
shown by a scaled rule, fitted with a magnifying glass (Fig. 1)
on the base.

The lateral adjustment screw of this column is placed between
the two slides of the base, close to the V shaped slide and
approximately perpendicular with the centre of gravity of the
movable part, thus guaranteeing a gentle movement always in
perfect alignment, whatever the length of the main base may be.
Against extra price, the columns can be raised; this permits the
use of further cutting heads in a vertical bottom position bet-
ween the columns.

FEED MOVEMENT

ls obtained by the combined action of the lower metal chains
and of top belts made of moulded rubber.

The material is firmly gripped, as in a vice, over the whole
length of its travel on the machine, avoiding any lateral move-
ment (Fig, 4).

Bearing in mind the design of the chains and the width of both
components (chains:68 mm, belts:50 mm), narrow pieces can
be accurately machined by placing them on a single chain.
The drive of the chains and rubber belts is provided by an inf ini-
tely variable speed mechanism. A hand wheel with dial shows
instantly the.speed required. For specialized work, the standard
fitting is replaced by an electric motor, if required and at extra
charge.

BOTTOM CHAINS

The chains made of steel plates,68 mm wide, slide on double V
shaped runners obtaining perfect alignment avoiding any play
caused by wear. These slides are bolted onto a main runner
and easily replaceable (Fig. 5 and 6).

Pivots are fixed in the links of these chains and have self-

Fig. 1

Fis.2

Fig. 3
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lubricating bushes; adjustments are by a large diameter
sprocket wheel.

ln all models, except for type 3, the runners are supported by 2
or 3 columns, each 1,035 mm apart. This guarantees rigidity
(Fig. 3 and 8).

THE DOGS

The dogs on the chains are spring loaded and disappear auto-
matically when pressed down by the material. They can be

locked in the down position by rotating them half a turn to the
right, and are just as easily removed altogether (Fig. 6).

The dogs on the right hand chain can easily be adjusted to line
up with those on the left chain by an ECCENTRIC DEVICE
which provides great and lasting accuracy whatever is in front
or behind the dog.

All our machines are supplied ready to take the following:
SPECIAL FIXED DOGS to prevent tall pieces with a narrow
base from falling off, FIXED or PIVOTING AND REMOVABLE
DOUBLE FACED SPLINTER-PROOF SHIELDS, fitting and
removal of which is by simple pressure or traction (joinery).

RECOVERING OF THE CHAINS

lf required, the links of the chains may be covered with a non-
skid material which is vulcanized onto the metal parts thereby
assuring perfect adherence of the panels.

There is also a non-skid and self adhesive plate which can
easily be fitted to the chain links.

TOP PRESSURE SYSTEMS

The lower chains and top belts are driven by a single shaft
which ensures the strictly parallel movement of the workpieces.
Perfect synchronization is guaranteed by the pinions and the
chains. The speed of the belts may be increased or decreased
in relation to the chains BY SIMPLY TURNING A COLLAR,
A wheel permits the declutching of the belts. The belts are
free at their upper section to enable templates and backing
pieces to be returned.

Vertical adjustment is by means of a ratchet and measured on
a scaled rule. Optional : the machine may be equipped with
TRANSFER PRESSURE SYSTEMS (see fig. 7 & 8). These are
respectively f rom 25 mm towards the outside and 43 mm towards
the inside in alignment with the chain center.

ln certain operating conditions, it is unnecessary to have
positive pressure drive;the cancelling of this drive leads to a
price reduction.

¡NTERMEDIATE SUPPORTS

lntendedto support long and f lexible pieces between the chains.
There are two types with or without rollers. On request.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

be fitted with flapwheels to give a purmicing effect to the
bevelled edges, or cloth mops to provide a polished finish.

The infinitely adjustable positioning of the discs permits total
surface usage in order to obtain even wear.

ATTACHMENTS FOR BORING, MORTISING AND
STOP GROOVING (Fis.25 and 26)

These are mounted on the rear columns and replace the top
heads "K", These attachments can tilt from the vertical to the
horizontal to drill the top surface of the panels outside top
pressures and also to drill their edges. They can also do
continuous grooving or stop grooving with a bevelled entry
and exit. Standard router chucks are used.

Two methods of controlling the equipment are used :

- 6 control levers of the attachment itself,

- adjustable control levers (2 pairs: I left hand and 1 right
hand) fixed to rails.

The main advantage to these attachments is that they allow
high precision boring operations whilst the material is moving
and without stopping the feed.

LOWER INTERMEDIATE SAW BETWEEN THE
RUNNERS (Fig.27)

Provided with the main 5 or 7,5 HP saw, 3.000 rpm, with or wit-
hout a coupled scoring saw (fixed or pneumatic). Two belts
driven by the infeed shaft of the machine ensure that the pieces
are removed.

EXTENSION SLEEVES (Fig. 28)

ln situation where one wishes to work with top or lower main
heads inside the chains or pressures, the shaft ends must be
equipped with extension sleeves mounted on double ball
bearings.

ln case of order, it would be as well to note the position of the
upper main head with which one intends to cut between the
pressures, in such a way as to be able to modify the upper
pressure accordingly.

DIV¡DING FENCES FOR wlNDOW-FRAMES (Fis.29)

Especially designed for manufacturers of window-frames. This
device consists of a saw mounted horizontally on a normal
head followed by a dividing fence which prevents jamming the
8aw.

Atthe end ofthe operation, this apparatus can cutthe machined
window-frames into two halves.

-
Fig.22

Fis. 23

Fis.24

Fig. 25
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B. A double head with an attachment for front and back roun-
ding. Works on the same principle as the single head, but in
one operation rounds both the front and back edges.

RADIAL HEADS wlTH ROTARY JIG (Fig,18)

Controlled by the main feed shaft, this jig is capable of profiling
panel edges.

"DUVO" HEADS FOR tNVERTED, SLANTWTSE
CUTTING (Fig. 19) (Greiner Patent)

This device of completely new design, comprises two tilted
cutting blocks infinitely adjustable one in conjunction with the
other. Fixed to a single tiltable support, they are nevertheless
independently driven, This machine supercedes the scribing
saws particularly in the case of melamine panels. Besides
having the advantage of greater feed speed, it makes a great
deal less noise than traditional saws.

HEADS FOR SLANTING GROOVES (Fig.20)

Specially developed for window-frame makers, this machine
makes possible the cutting of slantwise grooving in the hori-
zontal plane to a maximum of 150.

This motorized head slides horizontally on a pneumatic piston.
The trajectory of this tool is controlled by a jig and a contact
roller.

SANDING HEADS (Fig.3 and 21)

First of all these edge sanding heads, with a particularly stable
construction, are offering all the advantages of an oscillating
belt sander with a movable pad. Furthermore it is easy to
adjust and simple to maintain; replacement of the abrasive
belts is accomplished in a few seconds.

NON OSCILLATING SANDING UN¡T FOR REBATES
(Fis. 22)

Pneumatic tensioning of the sanding belt.

Pneumatic rise and fall of the pad, works in vertical, horizontal
or tilted position,

HEADS TO TRIM THE EDGES (Fis. 23)

These heads are composed of two independent cutting units,
one for top, the other for lower machining, These units can be
used for pre-cutting, rebating f inishing, chamfering or trimming
the edges. These apparatuses with motors from 0,4 to 4 HP
(on request) require a 300 cycle frequency transformer.

UNITS FOR BEVELLING THE EDGES (Fis.2a)

This combination is composed of two independent swivelling
units, each individually adjustable in any direction, They can

Fis.18

Fis, 19

Fis, 20

Fig.21

COLLARS AND SLEEVES

On request, the ends of the shafts may be fitted with separation
collars, protecting rings, saw guards, special winged washers
for mini-hoggers or with sleeves with additional collars which
may be conveniently adapted to any type of working tool.

DISTANCE PIECES TO SHIFT HEADS

ln some special cases, in order to work simultaneously with
the lower and upper heads, located on the same side of a

column, it is necessary to shift one of those heads in relation
with the other.

To achieve this, distance pieces of various dimensions may be
inserted between the support and the head itself.

DUST HOODS

All driven heads are designed to be equipped with suction
hoods. These may vary in size and shape for easy installation
and maximum performance with all fittings.

The infeed of the machine is fitted with a PARALLEL GUIDING
FENCE equipped with a return spring. The guiding fence opens
out when pushed by a panel of irregular shape. The pieces are
therefore always sawn straight and in a parallel fashion (Fig.7).

The importance of this device will be obvious to all users with
experience of the drawbacks of existing systems. Alternatively
the machine may be delivered with a fixed fence instead of the
one described above, An additional guide may also be supplied
(fixed or adjustable) for fitting on the other side of the leed-in
system (optional).

Fig. 9

Fig. 7

Fig, I
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CUTTING HEADS

Fig. 10

Fig. 1'1

Fig.12

ês
Fig. 13

Each machine can be fitted with'l to 4 integrally motorised
heads on each column. The maximum permissible depends on
the machine type (see table on page 2), Every machine can have
additional heads fitted later. Vertical and horizontal adjustment
are by ratchet spanners and locking by levers.

The adjustment screws for the carriers are on self-lubricating
bushes and require no maintenance. The slides are precision
ground. The canting movement of the heads is by worm screw
acting on a toothed ring. Reading the settings is assisted by
scaled rules and micrometer graduated correction-collars.
ln situations where tilting slides are not required, the omission
of these appliances lead to a compensating price reduction
(Fls. 13).

Power from 5 to 15 HP. All motors with normal cutting heads
are made to run at 6.000 rpm or 7.200 rpm when connected to a
50/'1 00 cycle or 60/'120 cycle frequency changer. These motors
develop the same power at both frequencies, so as to reduce
the output required from the frequency changer.

¡NDEPENDENT SCRIBING SAWS (Fis. 10)

a) Fixed (non-pneumatic)

These saws are vertically and horizontally adjustable to 0,1 mm
and are designed to avoid breaking the bottom side edges of
the veneered panels. With models 1 and 5, using the scribing
saws "E" excludes the fitting of heads "F". All scribing saws
are tiltable.

b) Pneumatic

These have the same advantages as the fixed type, but also
avoid the breakaway offillets (or veneers) on the back edges of
panels, as these are entirely cut off by the rising scribing blade.

COUPLED SCRIBING SAWS (Fis.11)

Mounted normally, coupled at heads "J" fortype 3 and adaptable
to "N" on types 9,10 and to "l" on types 11 and 12.

They are equallytiltable (with the main head) and can be delive-
erd FIXED OR PNEUMATIC; they have all the advantages of
the independent scribing saws. All the above saws can be
equipped with mini-hoggers provided that a frequency trans-
former is used.

OVERDRIVE HEADS (F¡g. 13)

Heads with step up drive boxes, which mechanically increase
the speed of rotation of the heads. The step up boxes can
be supplied either on 50 cycles 6.000 or8.270 rpm and 60 cycles
7.100 rpm.

ln certain cases the use of step up boxes will eliminate the need
of a frequency changer.
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These step up boxes can be adapted on all heads (except for
pneumatic scoring saw heads) and the heads used in any
posit¡on as long as the power does not exceed 7.5 hp.

They operate very smoothly as the drive is by toothed belts.

PLUNGING HEADS (Fig. 14)

A pneumatic cylinder mounted directly onto a sliding head
produces axial movement. This movement is controlled by a
stop and regulated by a limit-switch activated by the movement
of the work piece.

Plunging heads can be used forthe same work as radial heads
with the exception of rounding operations, Maximum axial
movement: 50 mm.

REVOLVER TYPE PRESELECTION (fis. 1a)

ls a preselection device for the horizontal adjustment of cutting
heads with a 6 position selection preset. The actual preselec-
tion is obtained by a "barrel-shaped" selector fitted with
6 manually stop screws. The horizontal movement of the car-
riage to the limits of the preselection stop screws may also be
made manually with a standard adjustment screw or pneumati-
cally.

ln this instance, the movement control can be f rom the carriage
or equally centralized from the control desk. lt has been obser-
ved that pneumatic control provides greater accuracy because,
in this case, one is assured of a constant pressure on the
cylinder stop.

SPRING ACTION RADIAL HEADS (Fig. 15)

The rear heads can be fitted with radial heads, that is to say
that the cutting head can define the arc of a circle around the
motor shaft. These heads are available in two versions : either
50 cycles, 6.000 or 8.500 rpm and at 60 cycles, 7.200 or 10.200 rpm,

With the spring actioned radial head, the tool is pressed by a
spring against the wood and is controlled by the action of the
timber pressing against the contact roller.

This device works equally well on a jig (placed under the
object to be machined),

PNEUMAT¡C RADIAL HEADS (Fig. 16)

The head is operated by a pneumatic cylinder instead of a
simple spring. This device permits stop grooving and stop
profiling in addition to the machining of curved edges and
levelling of banded edges. Movement of the tool is controlled
by the action o{ the material itself against adjustable contactor
fingers mounted on the feed chain rails,

RADIAL HEADS FOR ROUNDING (Fis.l7)

A. A simple head with an appliance for rounding of the front
edges. The head is pneumatically operated by a jig and a
contact roller. This device facilitates the rounding of panels to
¿ greater extend than is possible with a standard radial head.
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Fis.14

Fig, 15

Fis.16

Fig. 17


